
Here today gone tomorrow
An extinct species is gone forever, so it’s important we play our part in protecting the environment

ANYTHING that lives can become ex-
tinct. The world has many species that
are at risk of becoming extinct. They may
be here today but gone tomorrow. Why is
this happening and what might happen
as a result of some species dying out?

THE PROBLEM
A species of animal or plant becomes
extinct when there are no more left. An
extinct species is gone forever.
Extinction is a normal part of the
changing natural world but it is happen-
ing faster than ever before.
According to scientists’ estimates, the
rate of extinction throughout the world is
somewhere between one and five species
per year. Scientists around the world
keep a watch on different plant and ani-
mal populations.
The number of each species is record-
ed and sorted into categories.
Extinct – there are no more left in the
species, none have been found for more
than 50 years.
Extinct in the wild – these species are
known only to survive in human care.
Critically endangered – the species is
facing an extremely high risk of being
extinct very soon.
Endangered – a species is in danger of
becoming extinct.
Vulnerable – the species is not yet
classified as endangered but numbers
are continuing to drop.

THE CAUSE
Extinctions happen because of some kind
of change in the environment where a life
form lives.

As human populations increase,
wildlife and wild places across the

globe are increasingly under threat.
Some of the biggest factors in the
extinctions of particular species are:
● Habitat loss – deforestation, drainage/
damming of waterways, overgrazing,
urban development, mining.
● Competition with new species – in-
troduced animal and plants prey on
native animals or take over and smother
native species.
● Hunting / collecting – where animal
and plants are taken for food, finery (fur
and feathers), fun, financial gain and
killed out of fear.
Contaminants in the environment –
where pollution and poisons alter the
habitat.

THE CONSEQUENCE
Living things are connected to other
living things. Some species cannot live
without others. When a plant or animal
becomes endangered or extinct other
species are affected too.

THE SOLUTION
What can you do to help?
Learn about endangered species in
your area.
Provide habitat for wildlife by planting
native vegetation in your yard.
Avoid using herbicides and pesticides
around your home.

DID YOU KNOW
In Australia, an estimated 126 species
of plants and animals have vanished in
just 200 years. In addition 182 species
are classified as endangered and 201
more are threatened.

HAVE you ever come across a word in
the newspaper that you haven’t seen
before, or perhaps you don’t know
what it means?
This week’s word is

CONSERVATION
Definition: The act of preventing

injury, decay, waste or loss

What’s Online
You can find lots of information and
games online that focus on the topic
of endangered animals and plants.
worldwildlife.org
gowild.wwf.org.uk/
endangered-animals.com.au/
fame.org.au/
sheppardsoftware.com/kidscorner.
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Which iconic Australian
condiment turned 90

recently?
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test your knowledge
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happening in the
news. For the
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In which sport were the
finals of Oceania Cup

played in New Zealand on the
weekend? Who were the
winners?
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Who was the winner of X
Factor 2013?2

Australia's 10 most
critically endangered
animal species
1. Southern corroboree frog
2. Margaret River burrowing crayfish
3. Lord Howe Island phasmid (lobster)
4. Bornemissza's stag beetle
5. Derwent River sea star
6. Southern bent-wing bat
7. Orange-bellied parrot
8. Short-nosed sea snake
9. Red-finned blue-eye fish
10. Armoured mist frog
SOURCE: Australian Geographic

News in the Spotlight
AWARD FOR KOALA WORK
Mark Wilson is a loyal friend to many
koalas.
After more than 23 years of service

with Friends of the Koala Inc, he has
been recognized for his hard work in
helping to protect koala habitats in
the Northern Rivers region, NSW,
winning a volunteer for the
environment award.
Mr Wilson established, and has

maintained, the Friends of the Koala
nursery for over 20 years.
He provides tree planting advice,

writes letters for grant applications,
visits schools and runs tree planting
days.
Mr Wilson said he enjoyed teaching

the next generation about how to look
after the environment and seeing how
his tree planting had helped koala
habitats.

HELPING WILDLIFE: Jim Kinkead,
Mark Wilson and Maree Thompson.
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